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Abstract
Federated Learning (FL) allows many data owners to train a

joint model without sharing their training data. However, FL

is vulnerable to poisoning attacks where malicious workers

attempt to inject a backdoor task in the model at training

time, along with the main task that the model was initially

trained for. Recent works show that FL is particularly sen-

sitive to edge-case backdoors that are introduced by data

points having unusual out-of-distribution features. Such at-

tacks are among the most difficult to counter in today’s FL

robust systems.

In this paper, we first implement two poisoning attacks

and show that state-of-the-art robust FL systems, that are

meant to counter malicious behavior, are actually vulner-

able to this type of attacks. Then, we propose a defense

mechanism called ARMOR that uses Generative Adversarial

Networks to uncover edge-case backdoor attacks. Instead of

monitoring the statistical shapes of users’ model updates as

in most of existing defense mechanisms, ARMOR extracts

data features from the model updates in order to identify the

backdoor patterns. In addition, ARMOR is the first FL defense

mechanism against targeted poisoning attacks that is compat-

ible with secure aggregation, thus providing better privacy

than its competitors. Our extensive experimental evaluations

with different datasets and neural network models show that

ARMOR is able to counter edge-case backdoors, and outper-

forms existing robust FL systems by +48% to +100% in terms

of resilience to attacks, while providing equivalent model

quality.
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1 Introduction
Federated Learning (FL) is a promising paradigm that is

gaining grip in the context of privacy-preserving Machine
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Learning (ML). Thanks to FL, several data owners called

clients (e.g., mobiles devices in cross-device FL, or organi-

zations in cross-silo FL) can collaboratively train a model

on their private decentralized data, without having to send

their raw data to external service providers. To this end,

clients iteratively update a global model using their local

training data, and send only their model updates to a central

party called the server that orchestrates the training pro-

cess. The FL server aggregates the received model updates

to produce a new version of the global model, which is, in

turn, distributed to the clients. FL was rapidly adopted in

several thriving application domains such as next-word pre-

diction [16], healthcare [11], banking [8], and many more.

Threat of Edge-Case Backdoors. Although FL has im-

proved the privacy of machine learning by decentralizing

the data and the learning process, many recent works have

demonstrated that FL systems are highly vulnerable to vari-

ous kinds of poisoning attacks, where malicious clients con-
tribute poisonedmodel updates to poison the global model [1,

3, 7, 12, 15]. We specifically put our focus on edge-case back-
door attacks, as we argue that they are among the most diffi-

cult poisoning attacks to tackle [15].

Edge-case backdoors are introduced by altering label data

points that, while usually correctly classified by the model,

are under-represented, or unlikely to be part of the regu-

lar training or test data. Moreover, these attacks often use

techniques such as the Projected Gradient Descent (PGD) to

project the malicious model updates’ vector so that it looks

similar to a benign model updates’ vector [15].

Our Contributions. In this work, we propose ARMOR,
a FL defense mechanism that handles edge-case bakdoors.

Specifically, we make the following key contributions:

• We address one of the most powerful poisoning attacks

in FL, namely edge-case backdoors followed by model

updates projection of the global FL model using PGD.

This attack evades the strongest defense mechanisms.

• We design and implement ARgan, a new Generative

Adversarial Network (GAN) architecture that can gen-

erate class representatives of the FL global model with-

out having access to private real training data samples

that are hidden from the FL server.

• We design and implementMORpheus, a poisoning mit-

igation mechanism which relies on the synthetically
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generated data samples of class representatives as a

test set, to uncover edge-case backdoors that are po-

tentially introduced in the FL global model.

• By assembling ARgan and MORpheus, we propose AR-
MOR a framework for robust FL. As far as we know,

ARMOR is the first FL defense mechanism to protect

against edge-case poisoning attacks. It is also compat-

ible with secure aggregation, thus, providing better

privacy than its competitors since no client reveals its

plaintext local model updates to the FL server.

• We compare ARMOR against five existing FL defenses,

using two widely used datasets and neural networks.

Our evaluation shows that, contrary to existing FL

defenses, ARMOR can counter edge-case backdoors,

with 95% resilience to attacks, and without hurting the

model quality.

2 Related Work
Existing FL defense mechanisms, such as Multi-Krum [4],

Trimmed Mean [17], NDC [14], FLTrust [6] and DLMP[7],

fail to fully counter edge-case backdoors. Most of these mech-

anisms aim to detect malicious model updates as client up-

dates that are statistically different from the majority [4, 10,

14, 17]. Or they assume the existence of a server-side test set

to measure fluctuations in the model predictions’ quality, to

detect potential attacks [6, 7]. Although these defenses are

robust to other types of attacks such as untargeted poisoning

attacks [13], as pointed out in a recent study, they are not

resilient to edge-case backdoors [15].

Furthermore, in order to protect against honest-but-curious

FL servers, the basic FL protocol relies on secure aggregation

which, roughly speaking, allows the server to access the sum

of clients’ model updates to be aggregated, without allow-

ing the server to inspect each individual client update [5].

However, many existing FL defense mechanisms require ana-

lyzing individual model updates [2, 4, 6, 17], and are therefore

incompatible with secure aggregation, which makes them

more vulnerable to privacy leakage [9].

3 Overview of the Proposed Approach
We propose ARMOR, a novel FL defense mechanism that

counters powerful edge-case backdoor attacks without break-

ing secure aggregation guarantees, nor having access to pri-

vate real data samples to carry model inspection.

The overall architecture ofARMOR is described in Figure 1,

with two main components: ARgan andMORpheus. ARgan is
used to generate a synthetic dataset based on model updates,

which is further leveraged by MORpheus to provide proper

mitigation against poisoning attacks.

ARMOR defense mechanism does not make any assump-

tions neither on the proportion of attackers in the system

nor on their data distribution. The insight behind ARMOR is

as follows. Let 𝐵 be a backdoor task that aims to misclassify

the data samples holding a particular data pattern 𝑃∗
from a

Figure 1. ARMOR architecture

source class 𝐶𝑠𝑜𝑢𝑟𝑐𝑒 to a target class 𝐶𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡 . Let us consider

that the the model 𝑤𝑡 (at round 𝑡 ) is poisoned with such a

backdoor 𝐵. The poisoned class representatives of 𝐶𝑡𝑎𝑟𝑔𝑒𝑡

generated from𝑤𝑡 would be misclassified by previous non-

poisoned model (e.g.,𝑤𝑡−1). Here, when auditing a model𝑤𝑡 ,

ARMOR monitors the difference between the loss obtained

when feeding class representatives to this model𝑤𝑡 and the

loss when feeding the representatives to the models of the 𝑠

previous rounds {𝑤𝑡−1, ...,𝑤𝑡−𝑠 }. If the difference is higher
than a given threshold, the current model is considered to

be corrupted, and ARMOR applies a mitigation technique

to reduce the impact of the new model updates. Roughly

spealing, the malicious updates are multiplied by a scaling

factor \ , in order to reduce the impact of these updates on

the global model. Here, \ is inversely proportional to the

loss, i.e., the higher the loss is, the lower the scaling factor is
and, thus, the lower the impact on the global model is.

4 Preliminary Evaluation Results
We evaluate the effectiveness of ARMOR to counter edge-

case backdoors, and compare it to various existing FL defense

mechanisms. The resilience of a FL system to backdoors may

come at the expense of a lower utility, i.e., a lower model

quality. In Figure 2, we present the trade-off between utility

(i.e., the model’s main task accuracy) and resilience to edge-

case backdoor attacks. We evaluate the FL systems with an

attack occurring every round on FashionMNIST and CIFAR

datasets. DLMP and FLTrust, which fall into the category of

FL defense mechanisms that assume the existence of a valida-

tion set, have a main task accuracy which is close to the one

of the FL baseline system where no defense mechanism is

used. Indeed, such systems do not modify the aggregation ap-

plied by the FL server and, thus, provide a good model utility

compared to the baseline. However, these defense mecha-

nisms are not resilient to edge-case backdoors. In contrast,

defense mechanisms that are based on specific aggregation

approaches, such as Multi-Krum, Trimmed Mean and NDC,

induce a much higher difference in model utility compared to

the FL baseline system, ranging from 7.1% to +2.8%. Indeed,

aggregation-based approaches such as NDC, Multi-Krum
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and Trimmed Mean, may impact model accuracy, although

they do not sufficiently mitigate attacks. In comparison, with

ARMOR the backdoor task accuracy does not exceed 5% with-

out hurting the main task accuracy, thus, providing the best

trade-off between resilience and utility.
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Figure 2. Trade-off between resilience and utility

5 Related Work
Existing FL defense mechanisms, such as Multi-Krum [4],

Trimmed Mean [17], NDC [14], FLTrust [6] and DLMP[7],

fail to fully counter edge-case backdoors. Most of these mech-

anisms aim to detect malicious model updates as client up-

dates that are statistically different from the majority [4, 10,

14, 17]. Or they assume the existence of a server-side test set

to measure fluctuations in the model predictions’ quality, to

detect potential attacks [6, 7]. Although these defenses are

robust to other types of attacks such as untargeted poisoning

attacks [13], as pointed out in a recent study, they are not

resilient to edge-case backdoors [15].

Furthermore, in order to protect against honest-but-curious

FL servers, the basic FL protocol relies on secure aggregation

which, roughly speaking, allows the server to access the sum

of clients’ model updates to be aggregated, without allow-

ing the server to inspect each individual client update [5].

However, many existing FL defense mechanisms require ana-

lyzing individual model updates [2, 4, 6, 17], and are therefore

incompatible with secure aggregation, which makes them

more vulnerable to privacy leakage [9].

6 Conclusion and Ongoing Work
ARMOR is a novel Federated Learning defensemethod against

edge-case backdoor attacks. The key difference between AR-
MOR and existing FL defenses is twofold: (i) ARMOR is the

first FL poisoning defense method that counter edge-case

backdoor attacks; (ii) contrary to most of existing FL de-

fenses, ARMOR is compatible with secure aggregation, thus,

providing better privacy protection. This work opens an in-

teresting research perspective to further study the trade-off

between robustness and privacy in federated learning, and

how to handle these two antagonistic aspects in a consistent

way.
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